Observations on some Tasmanian fishes : Part XXV by Scott, EOG
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are
the case of several species the existence of
been examined (a) length of head,
on
both
ChauZiodus sZoani
sZoani Bloch &Schneider, 1801,
McCulloch, 1916, BIOL.
Off Cape Everard, Victoria.
(Jf{'''YI<~/{{{{{: Munro, 1957, HANDBK AUST.
Tasmanian record
A digested specimen of a
, by Mr John Head 27 km
.52.
status
his review the Chauliodidae .279) more
dozen nominal species of ChauZiodus valid, C. sZoani Bloch &
1801, C. macouni Bean, 1890 C. Alcock, 1892, C. barbatus Garman,
Regan &Trewavas, 1929, C. Ege, 1948. In describing C.
McCulloch (1916, p.179, pl.52) noted some minor differences between his
a 'nearly 200 mm' in length, Endeavour in 330-440 m
50 km south Cape Everard, Victoria and the of three of
(and of two nominal species).
synonym of C. sZoani.
stip of upper
immediately
gelatinous
more than an
is
to)
ventral-anal interval,
anal 1.5 (1.6) in head.
anal-ventral interval
the of
0.9
end of operculum to hypural
involve the relatively
fish: possibility that a short section
be
Mandibular
premaxillary
third as long,
decreasing in
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The family Idiacanthidae
the remarkable stalk-eyed larval form
represented by a single cosmopolitan genus,
great depths. Of a small number of species described at most three
are valid (Smith 1970), I. , 1914,
Brauer~ 1906, the third not a
1957a, .300 212) lists
213)
ceding species'
the Australian
Wales. There have
however, note below
1914 from Macquarie
based on
species) is
usually found at
only two
, atlanticus
Handbook
and .301,
Genus IDIACANTHUS , 1876
Idiacanthus Peters, 1876, Monatsb. Akad. wiss. Berlin,
December 1876]. , Idiacanthus
Gunther, Mag. Nat. Hist.~
ferox
.846 [dated 1877, issued
Peters.
p.181. Type-species
Idiacanthus Peters, 1876
Berlin, p.846.
104'S (2
or
the Handbook
which EUI'ometopus johnstonii Morton, 1888
synonym - taken 30 km east-south-east of Wineglass Bay
1978 by Mr Head; Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1978/5/33.
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advance
on the
origin to vent (15-18, 22); un-
are here recognizable. In view of the reasonably
the dorsal-ventral relation, of the dubious systematic
limited established distribution (west coast of South
occurrence of in most including Australian,
species.
Though
determinable
advance of
p.lOl) in his
together from I. in
origin. The distinction
of the VAV
few of the
of
status of I. atlanticus
Africa), and of the known
seas the specimen is
of
estimated from by (1887 .0) of his I.
340, 340, 640. inserted on 22nd) vertebra
head, vertebrae between and anal origins 16 (17), vertebrae
19 (20), total 55 The count of 19 vertebrae has from level
of obvious end of profile of however, in a curious the
vertebral column extends forward of this point constituting for
12 mm in the form of 9, 10, compressed centra, of
eye or about to level middle of intact lower jaw. Vertebrae of trunk hourglass-
shaped, anteriorly about twice as long as somewhat shallower.
Dorsal and anal simple, very slender the anterior end of a
membranes. A series of
preserved
slender, straight or
side 22 main
mm about times
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first
third
ward, largest
second set 5
right side
set outside
rays
Remarks
From time to time writers have included
collected at such subantarcitc localities as
Macquarie Island; such is the case with the
synonymic I. aurora described by Waite
entered in the check-list of fishes recorded
(1968, p.21). Situated 158.58 E 59.29 S
in the subantarctic
part of Tasmania
to
MACROURIDAE
The Macrouridae adopted in with the recommendation of
Greenwood in their general classificatory scheme (1966); common alternatives
that have employed in Australian texts are Macruridae, Macruroididae, Coryphae-
noididae. The Australian species were keyed in Part XI (1953, p.150). Species
credited to Tasmania in the Handbook 1957 b, c) are Macruronus novaezelandiae
(Hector, 1871), (Richardson, 1846), Coelorinchus australis
(Richardson, (Gunther, 1878) with C. innotabilis McCulloch~ 1907
from Bass Strait; in Part XVII (1970) the writer suggested the rehabilitation of
C. mortoni Ogilby, 1897 with Tasmania as early synonymy.
COELORINCHUS
Coelorinchus mortoni
Tasm.
Type
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In
396 mm in
Mr
estimated intact
by the presence some
middle three or four extending
end of tail; these stripes are not found in
which is a of oblique dark bars,
beginning second dorsal. Mr Downe
Helens east coast, even being
given
V. 7.
4/1/
distally).
Dimensions as TL8
The estimated standard and total lengths 405 410 are here and elsewhere
adopted. Total length 1012. Length to origin, termination of first dorsal 249, 316,
origin of second dorsal 353, origin of anal 338. Length to origin of pectoral 215,
total length of fin 135, length of longest (3rd) ray 115. Length to origin of ventral
225, total length of fin 109, longest ray (' ') 101 (for other see below).
to middle of vent 331. Both dorsal (for other dorsal rays
Rays of second dorsal, 1st, , last 22, 24, 25
Anal rays, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, middle, last 56" 67, 62, 62, 22.
Snout horizontal diameter 49. Interorbital 63.
, 53, front
Maximum .1
Head 4.7 ., 4. L8.
5.9), of mouth .2
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(3. , 2. in head.
dorsal 15 ,
1.6 (1.7, 1.9) in head.
the
tion
from
what
color
spinelike in being the
to exclude it from the
rays branched,
It found these 6 elements
number (extreme postaxial ray counted,
XIX as first, thus yielding, as for comparable formulations for other
line with a positive slope). With lengths as millesimals of accepted standard length
in a loglog plot on 1 2 3 4 5 6:
Log L = 0.2821 log N + 1.722; t .522***; predicted (observed) lengths 53 (51)
64 (67) 72 (74) 78 (78) 83 (81) 87 (86).
In view of the recognition
the comparable equations for the
being 0.1615, 0.1973 and
between given and
- 5.6 mean 3.9.
First
calculated (measured)
(104) (117) 123 (132)
.818***; 23 (21) 40
150 (144).
2
examples the
The 10 of the first
that when the logarithms
logs 1-10 a significant first degree equation
interest to carry out also for the dimensions
3 of Part XVII (1970, p.43) the calculations made
subjoined; all dimensions millesimals of standard
(b) there is no entry for shortest (10th) ray
1978. Log L = 0.8195 log N1 + .3088 t
20 (22) 36 (35) 51 (49) 63 (59) 76 88 (83) 100
1970 (a). Log L 0.8215 .3552; t
71 (72) 85 (83) 99 (99) 112 138
Log L = 0.8677 2676
62 88 (85) 100
though in
tasmaniae (= C. novaezelandiae
denticulatus Rich., which is found on the South
also inhabits Tasmanian waters'. In the lists Lord Lord &Scott
to Gunther's genus Optonurus; rather curiously the last-named work no express
Tasmanian record, remarking only 'Specimens have been secured by trawlers in Bass
Strait. '
obtained near St Helens, east coast, in September 1978 by Mr. Shane
No. 1978/5/98) is of some special interest on two counts, the
collection its possession structure.
king commerson
1800, Seriola vernacular name
decision Commonwealth Standing Committee on Fisheries (Anon. in Australian
1975, p.18), the use of any other name in merchandising being illegal in
New South Wales. Though somewhat crushed, particularly about the head, the macrurid as
recovered was intact overall, but it was not in good enough condition to permit .of
satisfactory detail~d measurement.
The fish possesses an unusual structure
double spine at the front of the dorsal fin.
like , compressed laterally,
and their total length 10 rom, their bases
tiguous protuberances. The normal , of which
11, also by
of a strong supernumerary
of two blade-
distally, backward
rom apart set in two con-
is the regular complement
behind
Macruronus novaezelandiae
with Hector's, with which his
occurs seasonally in schools on the west
is known enter Derwent
108
is
recorded from Tasmania,
listed in the Handbook
R. Paxton, Australian Museum Sydney for assistance
and in the provision literature not available in
Genus DIRETMUS Johnson, 1863
Diretmus zool. Soc. Lond. p. Diretmus
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Proportions,
Eye in
19.7. Snout
0.0185 .4±O.6.
Eye
Depth
Depth
Depth
Depth
Maximum depth
Dorsal base
Length of
Length of longest
Pectoral base
Tail
Trunk
Width
by
are
1963 specimens
Size
(iii) Length of snout. While
male is shorter relative to Lt
ination of the dimensions there
snout in head is calculated,
the
ventral
great again. Marked
scutes has been reported by Waite
as s. hardwickii~ and Whitley states
the tail rings are 'much expanded.' No marked difference
the ventral surface of the tail in about a score of annuli
to be somewhat flatter and smoother males. Total
here is d~ 29.5, 31.0, 31.9, .4 .2, 32 6,
some relative increase with
sexes
Examination
Entrecasteaux ~H':LHJJ~,.L
the same .".,.,...·,...,..L.,.....,......
Log L 1
Log L 1
Log L 1
.5).
.5) .
Kaup, CAT. emend.
6.6, 8.9, 7.0
trunk .37, 1.43,
are covered by
conspectus
Comparison with
In their
(1921) have
species.
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silvery
and
fairly wide
light yellow anal
purp1ish ··1 ine on either
ventral stripe two somewhat
length of median stripe, that
lateral lines dark green.
Genus SYNGNATHUS Linne,
Remarks
This species has been the subject of somewhat detailed investigation in Part
XXIII (1977). As there pointed out the dichotomy found by Herald (1953) between inter-
tidal and deepwater forms in the Marshall and Marshall Islands
two habitats at 3-5 m does not hold good for
hand is abundant intertidal rock pools and
coast and (Scott aZ. 1974) in shallow weedy
and the other has been dredged
Tasmania by
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trunk 92 (1.
wi thin the 1977
(0-1.4 5.0-6.1), brood
Body
lengths of head,
(t = 79 672**) in a
L = 1.
41.4 .0), 117 8
12.7 (12.5), 36.4
.7 .8), 42.0
12.9 .6), 36.7
Family SPHYRAENIDAE
Genus AUSTROLUZZA Whitley, 1947
AustroZuzza Whitley, 1947, Aust. ZooZ.
HoZZandiae GUnther, 1860.
Sphyraena: McCulloch, 1929 MUs.
&Scheider,
(2) P 136 Type-species,
HU~/J,r·()/~u~;e.{j novaehoZZandiae
SnJ~U1~a~!na novae HoZZandiae
locality: Hobson' Bay, Victoria.
MUS. 2,
Food of seal
A Tasmanian Fur Seal, ArctocephaZus doriferus Jones, 1925, about 2 m in length
stranded at Kelso, Tamar estuary, north coast, on 6 November 1978 was found to have
in its stomach a complete example of this species, Ls 417 Lt 472, length to end of
middle caudal rays 447. The fish had been swallowed whole and was quite without tooth
marks. Some dissolution was apparent in the head and some skin was missing as far
back as the first dorsal, behind which the body was firm and lacked any 'sign of damage.
Proportions
Four proportions are noted in the Handbook (Munro
specimen fall outside these limits three cases
(Munro head in length .03 (4-4 5)
snout, lower
Scombridae six
families The
0aS&lgrl?S(~n1~sn~ meZampus Richardson, , was placed by McCulloch
Scombridae, later (1929) in Scomberomeridae, where it was accommodated also by Whitley
(1962); however in the Handbook (Munro 1958e) it is referred to Gasteroschismatidae
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A,
elongate rodlike
about their own
at the ends.
caudal lobe 1231, tip of lower caudal lobe 1204, end of
to origin, termination of first dorsal 253, 556, of
719, of 632, 723. Length to vent (middle) 613. Length to
250, of ventral 250. Total length of pectoral 151, of ventral 349.
inserted well in advance of median rays to upper origin of
Head 242 Snout 92.7. Eye, horizontal 29.8, vertical
67 2. at front of eye 153 , back
277 ; caudal
fan: of great size in the young -
.9 in
shortest distance
turned down posteriorly.
Scales on whole of trunk and tail not extending fins head with scales
continuing from nape on to dorsum to level of middle of eye; a patch of scales on
preoperculum but rest of head naked. Teeth in jaws all small, varying in bulk by a
factor of about 10, mainly uniserial, 2 side by side; 27, 29 in two
sides of upper jaw, 20, 30 in lower jaw. color bluish grey, lighter tending
to whitish below line from pectoral base Head in much like body,
ivory in most of operculum. Dorsal dark Anal light
finlets greyish off-white. Pectoral
mainly pale
outer rays.
As has
regions head,
early natural numbers,
Log L = 1.2970
91 (90), 223 (228)
mm,
Family CARANGIDAE
Caranx
J1,
a misidentification
1929, .188), in which
is now established as
these are separate species,
that
Macleay's species
recognized in the
Four species currently recognized as valid are known to occur in Tasmania,
though twice this number of names in the lists of Johnston (1883, 1891), Lord
(1923, 1927), Lord &Scott (1924); the following sorting out of their synonymy
these lists are denoted by J1, J 2 , L1, L2 , L &S,
1. Naucrates ductor Linne, 1758. In all lists , in J1 J 2 in Scombridae.
2. Seriola Castelnau, 1872 J1 thus, plus, with reservation, Seriola
Lalandii Cuv. Val. (= Cuvier, 1833) seen
this species No. (1881b)
i929) . both
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1.
4 scutes
pectoral, P.
Dark greenish blue above . . . . . Trachurus
Keeled scutes 68-73, lateral line curving abruptly down
pectoral, P. 1,21. Gill rakers on anterior arch 38.
Yellowish green above . . . . . . .. Trachurus
Genus T~CHURUS Rafinesque, 1810
Trachurus Rafinesque
saurus Rafinesque
, CARATT. N. GEN. SICIL. p.
Scomber trachurus
Trachurus
Trachurus mccullochi
Material
An example, Ls Lt
Watson, Q.V.M. Reg. No. 1978/5/63.
Tamar coast,
First record for Tasmania.
, Mr M.
Meristic characters
D. I (procumbent), VIII; I 33 (31+2). A. II, 29 (27+2). V. I, 5. P I, 21.
C. 20 (main rays). Lateral line scutes Gill rakers on lower anterior
arch 38. Where relevant these counts fall the extremes of the ranges for 10
in McCulloch's rather brief account of the Endeavour material on which
(1920) without giving other details based The Handbook
two dorsal spines;
diagnoses extend
Handbook, here shown
accepted
parentheses.
(t
Dorsal
Formulations
plotting being
A {1-3}.
(33.7), 39.9 (40. ,
failing to reach P 0.10
B = {8-4}. Log L 0
26.7 (27 9), 34.5 (35.9)
Ventral rays and spine
The ventral rays are somewhat unusual
farthest from spine, see Part XIX (1974)
exceeds 5th. The loglog length-number
L = 0.3229 N
32 3 7), 36.8
Location of fins
locations
level), together
equation resulting
against the integral
L 0.8959
mm, 97 , 153
Family lU' ... J.J._L.J.. ...."'-L/
subsume Anthiidae and no
remarked in Part XXII
Acanthistius serratus
species constitutes an
for some subdivision of it.
by most Australian authors,
(1974) Marshall
several species
(10.0) , .6
(1966)
As
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tasmaniaa
Caesioperaa rasor
4
5
16) .
black
a more or less rounded black
blue bars on head near eye ..Caesioperca lepidoptera
notched. Caudal truncate or
subvertical band£ . . . .
Lateral line < 46 (36-44).
anal origin. Eye about 3 in head.
Lateral line > 46
beyond anal origin. Eye about
Dorsal
vertical
Dorsal not
Body without
Dorsal rays <
Pectoral
Dorsal rays > 18
Pectoral not reaching
in head .
Dorsal 3rd 7th ~UIVV\~UC~L; 10th spine to
4th. emarginate. dark spot on spinous dorsal;
ovoid black spot present or absent; spots
dorsal
decreasing
10th Caudal
Numerous small spinous dorsal, no ovoid
soft dorsal . . . . . . . .
10. Pectoral rays < 16 (13-15, modally 14).
< 60 (49-55). Posterior .of pre-
orbital border convex. Black at or near
pectoral tip, about below of spinous dorsal,
absent; no black spot pectoral tip.
3 blue bars above, to, below eye . . . . . . . .
Dorsal 10 or 11. Pectoral rays ~
Lateral > 60 (65-70). Posterior
orbital border concave or
bar at or near pectoral
spot behind tip
4
2.
3.
HYPOPLECTRODES
, 2
&Gairnard)
McCulloch, 1929, MUs. Mem., 5
1974, MAR. FRESHW. FISH S.AUST., p.256,
154: Scott
on p 256.
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dorsal 671, 691, ,
total length of 360,
227. Length to vent
orbital (between
eye 247, 227,
of caudal
Snout 151, 138.
at front of eye 192,
, 315 maximum depth 356
General observations
No systematic Australian account of this species is noticed by Waite (1921,
p.93); some synoptic are, however, provided in the Handbook , 1961).
following observations summarized from a tolerably full account our material,
supplement or emend extant descriptions.
as
'almost to
preoperculum
scale
mainly as result
rounded posteriorly, so coming to
that of minor by about one-sixth latter.
a band, subequal in throughout most of its length, or
angular platelets, arranged in 1-3 rows, modally in rows and then disposed alternately
close together or contiguous; along the border about three score tolerably
subconical recurved arranged (some irregularity may occur
in two alternate larger the
members of the secondary
Anthias
near
line
Numerous small
border of orbit,
dorsal and
level inferior
much more conspicuous
covering lateral surface of head in front of level of hind
broad band extending back from eye not far short above of
forward into interorbital, bounded below by a line at
on operculum bases of spines;
its
this
rays exhibit an interesting
The ray next to the spine (in notation
ending in a single point or a small number
off on the side in such a way as
terminal being lateral inasmuch accounts for
beyond the spine tip or about half total length of the ray,
it is constituted by the of the 6-8 rami, the branches
and closely apposed their length. A similar but
lateroterminal border, one-fifth or one-sixth of total by
rayon its preaxial side, continuous with that In other
terminal elements, modally 8, decrease in in the usual
Primary bifurcation of caudal rays modally by two divisions; upper-
most and lowermost of the major rays showing some resemblance to 5th and 4th ventral
rays in having a rounded oblique externodistal border, about one-sixth length of ray,
contributed to by all branches.
to be two
increments
, while in
either exceeds the
Lengths, mm, spines in
In
- in
specifiable by , where L is
second spine (sometimes noticeably
in the , or is but
(a) .1, in (b) 11.0
lengths of the dorsal spines
all pattern, comprising in a loglog of
set with the sequence number N increasing
a set with the sequence
ward. sets may intersect.
but they here, with
been earlier contributions
1-4 first ray defined in Part XIX
such that their logarithmic
species examined earlier it was
5 on 10 gave a
4 as in other
anal rays present a similar over-
serial number a linear ascendant
by
} ,
2t Predicted (measured)
+
+
+
Anthias Bloch, 1792 AUSL. FISCHE Type-species, Labrus anthias Linne.
Anthias 1899
Meristic characters
Br. VII. D.
L. lat. 45. L.
Dimensions as TLs
Length to
anal 638 881.
pectoral
III, 8.
rakers
C. (8+1+8) main
anterior arch 24.
by
teeth
distinctly
lateral about
junction latter with former a stout canine, subequal to that
within mouth, placed quite external of mouth cleft, directed forward and somewhat down-
ward, and when jaws are closed extending over lower lip; round its base a few small
teeth. On either side of mandible a subtriangular cluster of teeth in several rows,
small internaily, minutely tuberculate in front and behind this some small
or very small teeth in 2 or briefly 3 rows extending to of jaw, here two re-
curved canines followed very small teeth in I row. Outside of jaw 2 well separated
canines, directed and upward, fitting inside external in jaw.
Vomerine teeth minute, in two lateral lobes and one shorter, forwardly
directed lobe, sides of concave, angles rounded. small
teeth a broad band
five
half
On
lateral surface
sudden diminution
A scale
greater than
border barely
ward; posterior
sided four-sided
numbers, a medial
row a series
their basal
mediad the
radial striae
Spines and rays
rays
log N + .2708
.2314 log N*+1.6951
= serial
pectoral
Specimen standard
Lord
of these only A.
the name-list of
annotated check-list
Serranidae by
of which are
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This elegant species,
Museum over a ago
fishes still in is encountered in
trawled off the southern mainland coast.
relation to Callanthias Steindachner,
attention from Australian quthors e.g., Waite (1894, 1899), Ogilby (1899), McCulloch
(1911), the last-named calling attention variations size
than has the general delineation of species, no
being available
recorded
Meristic characters
In this and sections where two data are recorded the first is that
for the smaller individual D. XI, 10; XI, 11, last divided to base. A. III, 10;
III, 11, last divided to base. V. , 5. P. 21. C. 17 (8+1+8) .main rays. L. lat.
46, tr. 4-5/16-18. The counts of 11 dorsal rays and anal rays in (b) exceed
those given in the original (GUnther 1876) and in recent Australian cata-
logues by Munro (1961), Scott et (1974).
3.12, .71 in of caudal
dor sal base 1. 47, bas e , 1. . 00
parallels, or 1. , .06 and 1.09, 1.01 measured
ventral 0.87 of, 1.07 in head, or 4.19, 4.22 and 3.
General features
The following observations supplement Australian treatments
Dorsal profile more concave
standard figure by .2) extending
and about to level of orbit. Lower
narrow~ its least width subequal to that of upper
orbital borders entire. Operculum with two acute spines lower
middle of eye, twice or more as long as On account of
maxilla more or less L-shaped; scaleless, throughout
Maxilla wholly squamous, extending to below eye.
Head with numerous pores (not noticed in original description) variably developed
in the two specimens, at times on two sides of same individual, including (a) about a
dozen mostly small behind and upwards from upper part of hind border of orbit, (b) a
circumorbital ring of about a score, very variable in size, in specimen (a) two very
large on preorbital at about 6 o'clock (left side viewed), (c) two or three pairs on
dorsum of snout in advance of middle of eye, (d) a series along preopercular border
including three large on lower limb and one large shortly above angle, (e) four on
each mandible. Nostrils apparently represented by a of small short tubular
structures somewhat nearer to level of front of than to level of front of
orbit, and a pair of apertures just outside orbit, at about 10 o'clock (left side
viewed).
Teeth in upper jaw elongate linguiform
there, cardiform; externad band a single row of
right and left sides) of much larger though still small conical or
serted on lip near its inner border; on squared-off front of snout
several smaller teeth in lip, slightly outside mouth cleft, directed
ward, in (b) a similar set but teeth considerably smaller. In lower jaw on either side
of symphysis a subtriangular patch of cardiform teeth followed by a single series
variable in size and including 3 or 4 canines; near either end of the transverse
anterior segment of the jaw 1 or 2 large externally set teeth directed upward and for-
ward. (Only the forwardly pointing teeth of the lower jaw are mentioned by Gilnther).
Vomerine teeth in a forwardly convex arc, almost all in a single row, in (a) of at
least two sizes, the larger very large; subcontinuous on each side with R series,
single or very briefly double anteriorly, of smaller, in (a) very much smaller,
palatine teeth. Tongue edentulous.
Scales covering whole of body, whole of head except
hind border under base of pectoral 0.6 eye; on head
where decreasing backward; not extending on to fins other than
a conspicuous basal extending up
scale from
the front barely
The exposed border
basal diameter
to a
near the middle of
in anterior field the wavy
transverse series separated by
135
A marked has
been recorded to
short er being (b)
ultimate, in dorsal spine.
elevated than in (b), about twice, more base'
(in standard illustration about two and a half times); a similar discrepancy character-
izes the two anal fins. (This situation is in direct contrast to that reported for
Endeavour material by McCulloch (1911, p.52), who found height of vertical fins in-
creasing with size of fish, specimens less than 1.3 cm to about 23 cm in length having
longest anal ray 7.3, 5.04, respectively, in length of fish). In (b) laid-back dorsal
just fails to reach origin of uppermost caudal ray, in (a) extends beyond it by a
little more than half depth of stout Rounded pectoral to level of vent;
obtuse ventral to 1st anal spine or anal ray. Lower caudal lobe longer
than upper; in both lobes ending a normal , in (b) 3rd ray
and 3rd ray from lowermost of those attaining border of fin produced
process, longer
Between ventral bases a well triangular axillary process,
widest and thickest anteriorly where it cushion-like, reduced to a flattish
membrane in its distal one-third; thickly sheathed in front with scales, in places in
more than a single layer. This structure has not previously been reported for this
species: indeed, an axillary process is stated by Munro (1967, p.279) not to occur
in Anthiidae.
Rays and spines
(i) Character. Dorsal spines long, tolerably stout, pungent; the membrane
between them barely excavate reaching almost to their All dorsal rays divided
nearly to base; secondary division not beginning till (a) or 4th (b) ray, then
only in posterior ramus; division more active throughout in posterior portion of ray
field, an earlier branch either not at all (with resultant odd number of
terminals) dividing higher than later branch. Anal spines long,
slender; in (b) surmounted by short lanceolate fleshy in by
mutilation?). anal greater earlier in hinder rami;
one division in third arising from second in
in (a) dividing 6th, 5th
mm,
noticeably
the ratio of 2nd to 3rd is
3rd is numerically much greater
(b) . a 2a. , 24 . a,
length in the smaller individual;
same in (a) and (b), ratio of
.05 than in (b) 1:1.68.
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exponential
sets the coordinates
the linear
elements, met
last two anal
patterns found
'colour
a summary of
on
less uniform
silvery tinge, this
tail. From eye back across head and on
silver spots at front of dorsal surface
space; upper jaw greenish yellow; lower jaw
median silvery spot at symphysis; isthmus
yellow, the last few rays with some rose; a pink oval spot, major axis longitudinal,
near the bases of nearly all spines and rays; a few very short longitudinal reddish
dashes at outer border of both fins, these not forming a regular linear series. Anal
much like dorsals but somewhat brighter; a small amount of pinkish between last two
rays; an oval or rounded pinkish spot at bases of spines and rays; very narrow im-
perfect distal border of reddish. Pectoral bright greenish Ventral
yellowish, deeper than Caudal pale yellow; an extensive whitish
lunule covering two and
medial extension
the 1977 specimen the
color a whole was more intense.
lateral line pearly white fading Above
soft dorsal and posterior one-third of spinous dorsal orange, below rest of dorsal
(and extending on to head) approaching magenta with orange spots; a large ovoid spot
deep magenta between eye and dorsal profile; pupil black; iris yellowish with some
white, surmounted by magenta crescent. On hind half of caudal peduncle a more or less
hemispherical region of grey extending forward from caudal base; at back of this area
a median longitudinal patch of chrome yellow; vertically above this at upper profile
two pairs of small grey spots; vertically below at lower , partly extending on
to fin, an irregular patch of grey. Ventral surface or pearly, posteriorly
with yellow spots. Dorsal fins yellowish; soft dorsal with chrome yellow or orange
blotches, narrowly margined with magenta. Anal mostly white, last four with
orange , narrow magenta distal border. Pectoral white, some tinge orange.
Ventral proximally, with pink flush in distal half. Caudal most
of hind portion from in advance of end rays orange
red; in this one
near extending
of narrow
ALLPORTI '-'\..I:',.L ULJH-, 1876. PATTERNS OF FIN
Series Log L t Predicted (measured)
.5278 log N + 1.0303
0.0905 log N1 +
,5} 0.2712 log N1 + .3364
.638* 10.7(10.6) 15.6(15.8)
49.035***26.9(26.7) 28.7(28.9)
. (31.5) 32.1(32.
.966** 21.7(21.8) 29.2(29.0) 33.5(33.
0.0911 log N + 1.4915 13.341* 31.0(31.0) 33.0(33.0) 34.3
0.1604 log Nl + 1.3933 .224* 24.7(25.4) 27.6(27.2) 29.5
33.0(33.2) 33.7(34.2)
.1640 log N1 + 16.800* 24.7(25.4) 27.7(27.2)
33.1(33.2) 34.0(34.2)
.3901 log N1 .3336 18.078***48.5(47.0) 46.0(46.
33.1(33.2) 28.2(28 .
. 1060 log
0.1144 log
.0927 log N + 0.3412
0.2676 log Nl 1.5059
Ventral
rays
0.4379 log N + .3212 56.
0.3386 log N + 1.2861 65.
28.4(28.
24.4(25.
L = length of element
N1 = serial number
east coast
N = serial number of element counting caudad in dorsal
in reverse direction. Specimen (a) standard length
, (b) standard length 197 mm, Binalong Bay, east co'ast
f-J.
<..N
'-J
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Serranua raaor
Arthur,
Material
R. McBain Queen
estuary, March 1978, C.
Low Head, north coast, 16 February
Croppies Point near Bridport, north coast, 28 December 1973
1974/5/145; (g) La 173, south of Orford, east coast, 8 May , D.M. Wood, Reg.
1977/5/19 (h) La 176, Binalong Bay, east coast, 1 August 1977, Wright, Reg. No. 1977/
5/36; (i) L8 176, 1.2 km off Low Head, north coast, 2 March 1974, P.M. Hart, Reg. No
1974/5/101; (j) La 192, George Town, Tamar estuary, in graball net, shallow water 18
July 1968, Cannon, Reg. No. 1968/5/30, (k) La 200, Sidmouth, Tamar River, 1 July, 1967,
A.P. Perkins, Reg. No. 1967/5/13.
the British Museum
early collectors
example to
and South
Remarks
This species, based on material from Port Arthur
from Tasmania by J.J. Lempriere
since encountered in Victoria
his notice led Castelnau (1872 p.49)
Australia, is more common any of
rather simi lar but more &
extends northward to New Australia.
(1891, p.24) rated it as common during season. Lord &Scott (1924
set the length at 200-250 mm, the adopted also by Scott et
(1974, p.258), while the Handbook gives a somewhat lower maximum,
215 mm: our largest individual, (k) has a total length of 250 mm. is stated by
Scott et ale to be taken in depths of 55-75 m, while the Handbook puts the
deeper at 85-110 m; however, most of our material has been collected in quite
water, one specimen (k) being caught 15-20 km from the sea.
Examination of the material listed above makes apparent the existence of con-
siderably more variation in some meristic and morphometric values than has hitherto
received recognition, the figures here found at one or both extremes
the ratios for which synoptic values are given in the , as well as two counts
there
first line
in millesimals
as TLa
The principal
standard length, is recorded
standard length.
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V
Length
Length
Length
Length to
Length to
Length to second
Length to anal origin 4
Length to anal 800-864 822. .5 .5
Length to vent 595-694 627.0± 7.852 4.2 0.9
Length to pectoral origin 276-304 289.9± .225 4.2 ± 0.9
Length to ventral origin 278-368 325.8± 7.052 7.2 ± 1.7
Length of pectoral, total 300-375 327.6± 6.658 6.1 ± 1.3
Length of ventral 185-239 205.5± 4.728 7.6 ± 1.6
Head 270-304 290.6± 3.131 3.5 ± 0.8
Snout 68.2-93.8 78.0± 2.550 10.8 ± 2.3
Eye 60.5-78. 67.4± .713 8.4 ± 1.8
Interorbital 83.9-102 91.0± 1.769 6.4 ± 1.4
Depth front eye 163-239 208. 7.940 12.6 ± 2.7
Depth back eye 238-318 284.1± 5.774 6.7 ± 1.4
Depth opercular border 335-381 351.8± 4.560 4.3 0.9
vent 202-364 318. .118 .7 3.0
depth 342-403 370.9± 6.327 5.7 ± .2
caudal 114-131 123.8± .757 4.7 ± 1.0
First standard length, mm, all other lines permillages of standard length.
Proportions
Each of the following entries comprises range, mean with standard error,
coefficient of variation with standard error.
Head 3.26-3.70, 3.43±0.0397, 3.8±0.8 in standard length (Munro 3.5, Castelnau
three and a half in total length). Greatest 2.48-2.95, 2.71±0.0487, 5.7±1.2 in
standard length (M. 2.6-2.8, C. three and in total length). Depth at vent
2.75-3.40, 3.06±0.0595, 6.4±1.4 in standard length. Depth of caudal peduncle 7.59-8.74,
8.09±0.114, 4.7±1.0 in standard length; 2.21-2.66, 2.36±0.0413, 5.8±1.1 in head.
Snout 3.17-4.27, 3.77±0.103, 9.1+1.9 in head. Eye 3.88-4.75, 4.38±0.0811, 6.1±1.4 in
head (Munro 4-4.5, Castelnau times); 1.02-1.50, 1.17±0.0443, 12.5±2.8 snout
(Munro eye equal to snout). Eye 1.13-1.53, 1.37±0.0403 9.8±2.1 in interorbital
(Munro eye less than Pectoral 2.89-3.25, 3.06±O 0349 .6±O.8
length; 4. (Munro. 3) .
Coloration
much most
not from however
or one-third. The on the individual scales the lower half
flank persist as well defined areas in most of the larger examples, but
are wholly missing in the smallest, (a) and (b) which are noticeably lighter than the
rest and virtually immaculate. Traces of the scattered spots below and in advance of
the are in several individuals, as also are the markings on the
apparent in the illustrations reproduced in the South
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described by
single series
one-third their
lateral rays; a
spine. A short
accounts, is
larged,
states "Head including maxilla and mandible scaly";
if not all of the preorbital, the branchiostegal
rays), the contrast of its smooth forward extension
strongly scaled course of the latter being
lips, most
Comparison with
Attention has been drawn above notable
meristic and morphometric variates and those found material. Some
additional differences call for comment. Maxilla "reaches hind half of eye"
(Handbook); in our material it never reaches even to middle of eye, modally one-
third or less, in some individuals barely reaching orbit. "The denticulations the
praeoperculum very fine on its outer edge, but becoming much larger towards
the lower edge is also crenulate~' (Castelnau), finely serrated
and below, wi thout antrorse spines" (Handbook). specimens
four-fifths of the hind border is beset
almost contiguous acute
in size angle on to
border,

to end
sal 257
832.
313.
65.6
159,
388
ons
The synoptic
are in parentheses.
2.5), at vent 26.5, .0
8. 32 standard length, 2.44, .40
1.08 eye (eye greater
Pectoral 1.46, 1.42 subequal
General observations
Dorsal contour of head much more sinuous than as depicted in either the figure
in the Handbook or that in Scott et al. Maxilla to 0.7, 0.3 eye (Handbook hind half),
its greatest width about twice its shortest distance from eye. Pectoral to first, to
second anal spine; extending to, slightly beyond, front of characteristic dark spot at
level of second, third dorsal ray, involving 7, 9 scales 3-5 vertically.
Anterior nostril with a large irregular fleshy arising hind half of margin
posterior larger, with low A from of same general as one
from same site of C. rasor~ with vir-
tually straight, parallel on
posterior border rather of
swinging or downward behind and
below, antrorse spines" (Handbook) upper
of hind border, downward, one-
third in hind half inferior border, rest of
inferior border without spines.
As in C. rasor there are indications of increases in the lengths of the second
dorsal and anal bases relative to the length of the first dorsal base with increase in
size of fish, the first-named being (a) 1.31 (b) .25, the second (a) 2.05 (b) 1.71 in
the third. In a loglog plot length of head, length to vent, length to caudal base
(standard length) are significantly linear (t = 95.385**, 130.005**) on 1, 2, 3;
slopes of graphs 1.1791, 1.1274, intercepts 1.6977, 1.7754, predicted (measured)
lengths, mm, 50(50),113(112), 182(183),69(60), 130(228), 206(208).
As noted above there was
a confusion that Scott (1962,
some quarters. The two
line in
Additional to some of which attention
called previously, following (C.
pectoral rays (16-17, eye equal to
operculum squamous (wholly or mainly scaleless),
seem to have been
noted first): (e) more
interorbital, (g) pre-
border not (rather strongly)
lateral anteriorly
about eye diameter
above vertical fins beyond
briefly orange proximally, thereafter
orange proximal two-thirds, distally
with most scales with a small brown spot,
somewhat dusky, second dorsal darkest, pectoral
brane lowish, ventral very pale yellowish, darkening distally,
rays whitish or yellowish, membrane somewhat greenish yellow: no discrete
the fins in either specimen.
Abnormal structure.
The smaller individual presents on
in the form of an almost straight line of
(suggestive of a lateral line, not
and somewhat downward from the tip the
diameter below the origin of the
than length of head.
Head, length to
this
trunk tail as
integers 1, 2, 3, the best
1.6977 .7754; predicted
130(126) 206(208).
exceptional structure
almost contiguous tubules
backward
an eye
,
182(183); 60(60),
Family
Genus REMORA
Echeneis remora Linne, 1758, SYST. NAT., ed.
Indico.
Material
Three examples
Wineglass Bay (Thouin
Head (Q.V.M. Reg. No.
of j uveni les or
and , 1970).
, 1758)
, p.260. In Pelago

relative excess
following data
2.6, .6; Ls ,
(1977 material) 6.7, 6..
a score of individuals
0-2.5 rom, modally
by 0.3
there
Head
is about
with
plan) adequately specified by a
ual the equation calculated from measurements
along the anteroposterior axis is as (N decile number,
W = 7.4900 + 2.5947 N 0.14470 N2 ; calculated (measured)
12.1 (11.9), 13.9 (14.0) 15.6 (15.9), 16.8 (17.0), .8 (18.0), 18.6 (18.3), 19.0
(18.6), 19.1 (19.0), 19.0 (19.3). R = 0.99991. The third degree equation provides
no significant increase in precision of ; R 0.99996.
For the larger fish of 1977
.0869, . 7766.
It is to be observed that recorded represent
between right and left ends of the lamina serve to define the
the lamina set, they do not necessarily measure the transverse extent of
teeth~ the anterior and the posterior laminae right and left at
a wide obtuse angle, whereas towards the middle the series the two segments approxi-
mate to a single straight line, the terminal laminae thus having a somewhat greater
dentate extension relative to end-to-end length of the medial laminae.
The denticles are modally set in two well formed continuous lines, one along the
anterior one along the posterior border of the lamina; however, some laminae near the
middle of the series may include an additional brief or almost complete intercalated
line. The fact that in the considerably larger fish examined previously there are
modally four linear series of denticles suggests their number may well be a function
of age. Denticles along the anterior border here, numbering to about three dozen
are small, closely set, mamilliform, those along posterior longer, distinctly
spinose, acute, less numerous.
lighter also on
with lighter. Dorsal
Pectoral: (a) blackish in basal one-third,
very dark grey, lowermost ray some-
with yellowish, (c) intermediate
lighter distally and outer
white lines and spots in the
Trunk tail virtually uniform
more or less brownish on operculum
preorbital. Disc dark greyish
and anal apparently concolorous with
merging into yellowish lightest at tip,
what brownish, the extreme tips of some
between (a) and (b). Ventral blackish, a little
margin. No specimen shows any indication of the
larger of the 1977 specimens.
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